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ABSTRACT:This model gives a new technique used to control a power flow of DC voltage regulation in the 

electric power transmission system; the method is Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). It is based on a 

hybrid technology which combines a Radial Basis Function (RBF) and also sliding mode technique of the 

system is more advantage of their general classification. Perturbation bounds are not needed in the proposed 

controller and the full state of the non linear system. Therefore, it is very productive, and its system parameter 

produces an optimal response in the face of uncertain and disturbances. The proposed controller performance 

is evaluated through numerical simulations on a different power system with a classical SEO controller. 

Further, Spontaneous Energy Optimization (SEO) Algorithm based UPFC controller is designed to improve 

transient performance. Simulation results reflect the robustness of the proposed Spontaneous Energy 

Optimization controller for better reactive power management to adjust the voltage stability in comparison with 

the conventional PI and fuzzy-PI controllers. In addition to this, system stability analysis is performed based on 

for supporting the robustness of the proposed controller. The Simulation results give the effectiveness, 

robustness, and superiority of the proposed controller. 

KEYWORD: Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). PI controller.  Radial Basis Function (RBF), 

Spontaneous Energy Optimization (SEO). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 In a modern power system, advent and installation of extensive non-linear electronic devices, as well as 

the sudden disturbing events, causes various power quality (PQ) problems. These PQ problems include voltage 

sag, swell, harmonics, flicker, etc. and are responsible for distorting, the nature of supply voltage and the current 

waveform. Thus these PQ problems degrade the performance of sensitive loads like electric drives, computer 

systems, and industrial electronic controllers. It further impinges the economic loss to industrial customers. 

 Voltage sag is the frequently occurring disturbance. Sag is defined as a decrease between voltage and 

current at the power frequency for durations. So, reduction in supply voltage may cause tripping of sensitive 

loads using protection circuits and can stall the industrial processes. This problem can be resolved if the load 

does not experience these disturbances in the power system. Voltage sags can occur at the starting of heavy 

three-  phase loads like an induction motor, due to some unsymmetrical fault like line-to-ground fault, sudden 

switching of capacitor banks, transformer charging, switching in or out of single-phase load. To mitigate PQ 

problems, power electronics technology along with control strategies is embedded which is commonly named as 

Custom Power Device. CPD includes shunt compensation devices, series compensation devices as well as a 

combination of shunt and series compensation devices.  
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Figure 1: Unified Power Flow Controller For Power Stability Improvement. 

 

 This presents a hybrid active power filter. There are a passive filter and an active power filter in the 

adopted system. The passive power filter is used to filter the low order harmonic current with a significant 

power rating. The active power filter with a low power rating is used to filter the other high order harmonics. 

Therefore the cost of the hybrid active power filter is much smaller than shunt active power filter. The neutral 

point diode clamped inverter is operated as an active power filter. A dc-link voltage controller and a phase 

locked loop circuit used in the system to generate the reference line currents. The hysteresis comparators are 

adapted to track current commands. Experimental results based on a laboratory prototype are provided to verify 

the effectiveness of the control scheme. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The reliability of the power transfer capability is important in the power grid; the Unified Power Flow 

Controller (UPFC) is given to the power grid operation. And is based on the distance protection analyzed in the 

power transmission system. In this proposed system the distance protection zone effectively identifies the 

internal faults and obvious faults [1]. 

 The UPFC capability is attenuating SSR in the integration of wind farm. The SSR is used to measure 

the controlling of the series converter while wide area signals as well as it's utilized in parallel for another 

oscillation damping It has the effective functionality in promoting the system operation security and the service 

reliability [2]. 

  The most important energy efficiency issues is voltage sag is one of in the professional challenge of 

use. The voltage sags a voltage and capacity injection can compensate for the delivery system. By injecting 

voltage with a phase advance concerning the sustained source-side voltage, reactive power can be utilized to 

help voltage restoration. Hence, the consumption of real power, from the perspective of the energy supply 

device, can be reduced [3]. 

 The dynamic voltage restorer (DVR) has become popular as a cost-effective solution for the protection 

of sensitive loads from voltage sags. Implementations of the DVR have been proposed at both a low voltage 

(LV) level, as well as a medium voltage (MV) level; and give an opportunity to protect high power sensitive 

loads from voltage sags. The DVR effect on the system is tested under several of the linear and non-load loads, 

two attack and non-attack system states [4]. 

 In a typical fault condition, the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) drops below 80% 

immediately, and the rotor speed of induction generators becomes unstable. STATCOM and UPFC are used to 

improving the low voltage ride- through (LVRT) of wind energy conversion system (WECS) and to damp the 

rotor speed oscillations of induction generator under fault conditions [5]. 

 A data-mining-based intelligent differential relaying scheme for transmission lines, including flexible 

AC transmission system devices, such as a unified power flow controller (UPFC) and wind farms. This 

technique has been extensively tested for the single-circuit transmission line, including UPFC and wind farms 

with in-feed, double-circuit line with UPFC on one line and wind farm as one of the substations with wide 

variations in operating parameters [6]. 

 The development of approaches to design hybrid power systems for the needs of energy management 

and power quality. To safeguard the efficient optimization of sources, Fuzzy Inference System approach is 

engaged to accomplish the Maximum Power Point for photovoltaic panels and wind turbine. The power quality 
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aspects are studied and with the use of UPFC which improves the voltage and current regulations. The Total 

Harmonic Distortions of the Voltages and currents is low [7]. 

The converters are employed in DFIG based Wind Energy Conversion System (WECS) with proper 

active and reactive power control strategy. A mathematical model of the proposed hybrid system with Unified 

Power Flow (UPFC) controller is developed to compensate for the reactive power in the proposed system [8]. 

The main motive of OPRD is to minimize the transmission loss along with control of voltage profile so 

that the voltage deviations at the load buses for variations in the loading conditions. With the concoction of 

FACTS devices, power control can be finally achieved. The UPFC allows control of real and reactive power 

both in addition to voltage magnitude control at various buses [9]. 

To deeply analyse the dynamic response of the unified power flow controller based on the modular 

multilevel converter (MMC-UPFC). This model is based on the MMC-UPFC operation principle and control 

strategy. Unified power flow controller (UPFC) can not only achieveprecise control of power flow but also 

increase thetransmission power limit of cross section and provide dynamicvoltage support, improve the system 

voltage stability andsystem damping [10]. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 This proposed method of this work gives a Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is a new technique 

to design a power flow control in the electric power transmission system and DC voltage regulation of hybrid 

technique which combines a Radial Basis Function with the sliding mode technique to take advantage of their 

standard features. The proposed controller does not require the full state of knowledge or non-negotiable system. 

Therefore, it is very productive, and its system parameter produces an optimal response in the face of uncertain 

and disturbances. A classical SEO controller evaluates the proposed controller performance on a different power 

system by numerical simulations. Further, Spontaneous Energy Optimization (SEO) Algorithm based UPFC 

controller is designed to improve transient performance. Simulation results reflect the robustness of the 

proposed Spontaneous Energy Optimization controller for better reactive power management to adjust the 

voltage stability in comparison with the conventional PI and fuzzy-PI controllers. In addition to this, system 

stability analysis is performed based on for supporting the robustness of the proposed controller. The Simulation 

results confirm the effectiveness, robustness, and efficiency of the proposed controller. 

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed Block Diagram 

 

 The proposed block diagram of the unified power flow control which is mainly optimizing the 

transmission line sag and swells voltage and stabilizes the frequency oscillation. Since the diagram, it consists of 

reactive power compensation of the series transformer and shunt transformer with the proposed Spontaneous 

Energy Optimization (SEO) strategy for optimizing the power transmission reliability and stability. The general 

structure of proposed SEA based UPFC includes two inverters, and it is related to an inclination voltage 

generator as presented in this model. 

 

3.1 Wind Energy: 

 Wind control is the utilization of wind current through wind turbines to mechanically control generators for 

electric power. Twist control, as a different option to consuming non-renewable energy sources, is abundant, 

sustainable, broadly dispersed, clean, delivers no ozone-depleting substance outflows amid task. The impacts on the 

earth surface are far less dangerous than those of non-inexhaustible power sources. Wind control gives the variable 
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power which is extremely reliable from year to year yet which has a considerable variation over shorter timescales. It is 

in this manner utilized as a part of conjunction with other electric power sources to give a dependable supply. Also, 

weather forecasting permits the electrical power network to be readied for the predictable variations in production that 

occur 

 
Figure 3: Wind Energy Generation System 

 

3.2 Ac/Dc Converters: 

 The simplest AC/DC converters comprise of a transformer following the input filtering, which then 

passes onto a rectifier to produce DC. In this case, rectification occurs after the transformer because 

transformers do not pass DC. However, many AC/DC converters use more sophisticated, multi-stage conversion 

topologies as depicted due to advantages of smaller transformer requirements and lower noise referred back to 

the mains power supply. 

 

 
Figure 4: AC/DC Converter 

A converter is an electrical device composed of one or more diodes that convert alternating current (AC) to 

direct current (DC). A diode resembles a restricted valve that enables electrical current to stream. 

 

3.3 BOOST CONVERTER: 

 A DC-to-DC boost converter is an electronic circuit or electromagnetically device that changes over the 

input of direct present (DC) starting with one voltage level then onto the next. It is a sort of electric power 

converter. Power levels go from low (little batteries) to (high-voltage control transmission).A boost converter is 
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used to increase the output voltage compared to the input voltage. Its output load has a DC-DC DC converter 

that steps up the voltage when its input supply is at the current end. A capacitor, inductor, or combined: It has a 

switched mode power supply (SMPS) with a diode with at least two semiconductors and a class with a transistor 

and at least one power saving element. To reduce the voltage ripple, the induction filters are sometimes 

combined with a converter output load side filter and input (supply side filter). The power switch for power 

switches, i.e., batteries, solar panels, rectifiers, and DC generators can come from any suitable DC sources. A 

DC to DC converter circuit is called a process that changes the DC voltage to different DC voltages. An output 

voltage shifted to a DC-DC, rather than a source of voltage. 

 
Figure 5: Simple Boost Converter Circuit 

 

3.4 INVERTER: 

 An inverter has a motor control that adjusts an AC trigger motor speed. It does this in a variety of frequencies 

in motor AC power. An inverter also changes the voltage to the motor.  

 This process takes place using some complex electronic circulation that controls six separate power devices. 

They switch and turn simulated three-phase AC voltage. This transformation process is known as a DC bus for voltages 

and current to AC waveforms that are used in the motor. This name has led to "inverter." Throughout this discussion, 

the term "inverter" is used in the adjustable speed drive space. 

 

 
Figure 6: Inverter Circuit Diagram 

 

3. 5 Shunt Transformer: 

 To improve the stability and power transmission capacity, shunt reactors are involved in system 

systems. These long drive wires or cables are placed in a parallel structure to compensate for generic capacity 

currents depending on the line and reaction power balance load times. 

 Shunt reactor was similar to a power transformer in design and backup. Optimum reliability/charge 

efficiency and minimum life cycle cost, as well as rush currents, a straightforward and robust build-up, has been 

adopted. 

 This is the most cost-effective way to compensate for the capacitive generation of severe cold, severe 

heat, lightning, and earthquake, as well as performance voltage fluctuations underperformance fluctuations. Due 

to the use of the latest computerized design techniques, each shunt reactor is a result of creative collaboration 

between the project team and customer representatives. Shunt reactors combine low-cost expenses to increase 
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high efficiency and transmission costs. We offer a wide range of three-stage reactors considering traffic 

limitations in Swift products and some countries according to customer requirements. 

 

 
Figure 7: Shunt Transformer & Rector 

 

3.6 Series Transformer: 

 A transformer connected to AC power supply the initial state will Surge current flow is restricted via the 

primary winding, called inrush current. This suddenly is like the start of the motor. When starting injects voltage to the 

transformer, the magnetic flux and current in the coil will start at zero and gradually increases transformer flux is 

approximate twice the maximum size of the normal because of the total area below the first half-circuit voltage 

waveform. Generation magnetomotive force (MMF) is more efficient than ordinary because the best transformer 

randomly increases the normal maximum magnetic current twice. Winding currents are generated by a change of 

magnetic flue that increases the maximum dose twice the maximum value. This is producing inrush current in 

transformers. 

 

 
Figure 8: Series transformer 

 

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION: 

 
Figure 9: Circuit Diagram 
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 This model focuses a single phase UPFC and simulates it using MATLAB and Simulink software. A 

lab-scale model will then be constructed, and its performance is compared to the simulated ones. The effect of 

phase shift, φ of VS to the supply voltage, V1 is investigated. Based on the schematic diagram of the three-

phase UPFC in Figure 14, a simulation model of a single phase UPFC is drawn in Simulink and is illustrated. 

Series and shunt converter, which are connected with a common DC connection. A switch or static synchronous 

series compensator (SSSC) is used to provide the reaction power on the AC system, as it is used to replace the 

exterior or fixed synchronization of the AC system, as it is used to add control voltage and phase angle by the 

voltage in the line sequence, as it gives the DC power inverter. In these two branches consists of a power 

electronic converter and transformer. 

 

4.1   Hardware Model: 

 
Figure 10: Hardware model for proposed system. 

 

 Figure 10 represents the proposed Hardware for the Power Quality Improvement for Grid Connected Wind 

Energy System Using Unified Power Flow Controller,mainly in this system consists of AC source, 

Rectifier, DC to DC converter, Inverter, Traic, Controller, and load system. 

 In this system to compensate the output voltage with help of the UPFC based on SEOA technique, if any 

oscillation is occur in the output of the power system the controller is given the pulse to converter and 

compensating the output voltage. 

 The shunt and series transformer is used in this system and compensate the voltage. The controller analysis 

the voltage and give the modified pulse to the inverter circuit and compensate the load voltage with help of 

the proposed system 

 

4.2 Hardware Output 
Hardware Specification Input 

Ranges 

Output 

Ranges 

Source Input power Grid 

power 

12v AC 

Rectifier Input power 12v AC 12v DC 

DC to DC 

Converter 

Input power  12v DC 24v DC 

Inverter Input power 12v DC 230V AC 

Microcontroller PIC (16f877a) 5V DC 5V DC 

Traic Input power 0-230v 230v 

Load Load 230V 3A 
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4.3 Advantages: 

 Control of power flow Reduce reactive power flow, thus allowing the lines to carry more active power. 

 Increase the load capacity to their thermal capabilities. 

 Increase the system stability through raising the transient stability limit. 

4.4 Applications: 

 Used for optimal power flow control.  

 Increase transient stability of inter-area power system. 

 Use for damping power system oscillation for improving micro grid voltage profile Use in HVDC 

transmission system. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 
 The present modelling approach of a Mat lab-based toolbox for developing and testing the UPFC using 

Algorithm Spontaneous Energy Optimization Algorithm (SEO) under various operational conditions. The 

proposed model is designed in a mat lab environment. 

 
Figure 11: Simulation Circuit Diagram for the Proposed Method. 

 

The overall simulation circuit diagram for the proposed method. 

 

5.1 Wind Waveform: 

 
Figure 12: Wind Waveform 

 

The above Figure 12 shows the wind turbine output waveform. The wind turbine generates an AC voltage. 
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5.2 Boost converter waveform: 

 
Figure 13: Boost Converter Waveform 

 

The above figure. Shows the boost converter (DC to DC) output waveform. It increases the input voltage up to 

double or above than generated voltage. 

 

5.3 Output waveform: 

 
Figure 14: output waveform 

 

The above Figure 14 shows the overall output waveform of the proposed method. In the proposed method, a 

new algorithm is used Spontaneous Energy Optimization (SEO) to improve the output gain. 

 

5.4 THD Analysis: 

 
Figure 15: THD analysis 

Figure 15 Shows the THD analysis of the proposed system and it is essential to monitor the output voltage, in 

this system Total Harmonics Distortion is 15.35%. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 The structure of the proposed reference voltage and current estimator allows the compensation of the 

reactive power at the fundamental grid frequency, voltage, and currents harmonics simultaneously and mitigates 

voltage dips and over-voltages.  Moreover, the disturbance compensation levels can be configured allowing a 

more flexible operation. The proposed controller performance is evaluated by the process and is evaluated using 

simulated tests. And the Simulated results are considered the proposed controller efficiency and satisfactory 

performance in dealing with such areas. The future work should be aimed at the extension of the new approach 

proposed by the power system for power oscillation damping. 
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